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Introduction
Adult T-cell leukemia/lymphoma (ATLL) is the representative neoplastic disease related to HTLV-1
infection1. In the recent years molecular mechanism of HTLV-1 oncogenesis has been clarified2,3. Figure
1 indicates the synthesis of HTLV-belated proteins in the HTLV-1 life-cycle4. One of the HTLV-1 pX
proteins, p40ta: is thought to play the most important role in the oncogenesis of ATLL2, trams-activating
the host cell genes and interacting with cytoplasmic proteins such as p163 and NFκB. On the other hand,
p27rex modulates the activation of the proviral DNA to reproduce HTLV-12. In the processes of the
HTLV-1 reproduction, glycoprotein (gp) 46 (gp46env) is synthesized to constitute the envelope of
HTLV-1.
Figure I. Synthesis of HTLV-1ielated proteins in the life
cycle of HTLV-1
Based on the pX mRNA from the integrated proviral
DNA, p40tax(Tax), p27rex (Rex) and p21 are synthesized.
Tax exists in cytoplasm to interact with several proteins
such p16 and NFκB and in nucleus to reproduce itself
and to trams-activate several host cell genes. Rex
modulates activation of the proviral DNA to reproduce
HTLV-1. Glycoprotein 46env (gp46env) and its precursor
appear in the processes of the HTLV-1 reproduction and
finally constitute the envelope of HTLV-1.

We must to characterize HTLV-1-related lymphomas including ATLL in malignant lymphomas (MLs) in
a HTLV-1 endemic area, although some histopathological features of ATLL helped to differentiate typical
pleomorphic cases from the others5. At first, we developed in-situ-hybridization (ISH) of mRNAs of the
HTLV-1 proviral DNA, preparing highly biotinylated probes by means of polymerase chain reaction
PCR)6, 7. Nest, we tried to detect gp46env by means of Elite-ABC of monoclonal antibody (MoAb) 6C2,
which was supplied commercially to detect the gp46env even on paraffin sections. As shown in table 1,
MoAb 6C2 labeled lymphoma cells in 78 out of 112 T-cell Mb and reacted the cell membrane of
lymphoma cells in 44% case of the typical ATLL type and in 25% cases of low-grade T-cell MLs. And
we have been investigating immunohistochemistry of HTLV-1 p40tax and the others HTLV-1-related
proteins, introducing antigen-retrieval treatments. As shown in table 1, the antigen-retrieval Elite ABC of
MoAb Lt-4 could label lymphoma cells in 54 cases (63%) of 86 T-cell MLs, in 43 cases (67%) of 64
T-Pleomorphic lymphoma and anaplastic large cell lymphomas. But nuclear stain of Lt-4 was seen only in
17 (31%) of86 T-MLs and 8 (29%) of 28 ATLL type. Comparison.of the ISH of mRNA of HTLV- 1 pX
with the Elite ABC of gp46env (6C2) or the antigen-retrieval Elite-ABC of p40tax (Lt-4) in T-cell MLs is
shown in Table 2. Twenty six cases -(69%) of HTLV-1 pX-mRNA.ISH-negative 38 T-MLs showed
positive lymphoma cells in the Elite ABC of 6C2, suggesting that the detection sensitivity of the ISH was
not enough to detect to the gag-pol mRNA (the full-sized mRNA of HTLV-1 proviral DNA) and the env
mRNA.f HTLV-1 mRNAs other than the pX mRNA. Nineteen cases (54%) of 35 pX-mRNA

ISH-negative T-MLs showed positive lymphoma cells in the antigen-retrieval Elite ABC of Lt-4
suggesting that the sensitivity detecting activation of proviral DNA is much higher in the antigen-retrieval
Elite ABC of p40taz than in the ISH of pX-mRNA. But Lt-4 labeled only 17 (74%) of 23 typical ATLL
type and showed nuclear stain only in 6 cases (35%) of them. It is necessary to make higher detection
sensitivity of the histochemistry labeling HTLV-1-related Mb.
Introducing and improving the lmmunoMax method reported Merz and Fe11er et a19, 10 we succeeded to
establish the modified lmmunoMax 1,000 times more sensitive than the Elite ABC. The detail of the
routine and the quantitative procedures of the modified lmmunoMax are reported11. Here, we reported the
way to see which one of the three MoAbs (Lt.4 WATM-1 and WATM-3) against HTLV-1 p40taz is the
best in the modified lmmunoMax to label HTLV- 1ielated T-MLs.

Materials and Methods
Two lymph nodes of HTLV- 1-associated non-neoplastic lymphadenopathy (tNNLA)12 and one lymph
node of ATLL (T-cell pleomorphic lymphoma, large cell type) were employed for quantitative analysis of
antigens labeled by MoAbs. For the routine staining of the modified lmmunoMax of MoAbs, lymph node
and skin lesions of 15 T-cell MLs were employed. The T-cell MLs comprised 8 T-cell pleomorphic
lymphomas (T-Pleo.), 2 immunoblastic lymphadenopathy (IBL)-like T-MLs and 5 anaplastic large cell
1ymphomas (ALCs).
HTLV-1 infection was examined by means of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of the primers of SK43
and 44 for HTLV-1 proviral DNA pX region. DNA was extracted from the sections, digesting dewaxed
tissue in proteinase K solution at 37℃ for overnight and destroying the activity of proteinase K by
incubating in boiling water for 3 min. The supernate (5 μl) was used as the DNA template for the PCR.
It was examined by the PCR of the primers of GH20 and 21 for human β-globin (HBG) gene whether
the template DNA included an enough amount of DNA for PCR11. The PCR was performed in the

protocol comprising pre-denature at 94℃ for 5 min., 30 cycles of denature at 94℃ for 30 sec., annealing
at 50℃ for 30 sec. for SK43-44 or at 55℃ for 30 sec. for GH20-21, and extension at 72℃ for 30 sec.,
and post-extension at 72℃ for 5 min.
MoAbs employed in this study were mouse MoAb Lt-4, rat MoAbs WATM-1 and WATM-3 against
HTLV-1 pX p40tax13. Reaction dilution of these MoAbs was determined, by testing the serially diluted
MoAb solutions on MT-2 cell block sections by the following modified lmmunoMax. The three MoAbs
were diluted at 1:1,000 by BSA-PBS solution including rabbit serum (7:1).
Detailed procedures of the quantitative and the routine methods of the modified ImmunoMax11 are
indicated in Table 3. Dewaxed sections were processed by antigen-retrieval treatment heating sections in
4M urea solution at more than 100℃ for 5 min. after boiling by means of a high pressure cookpot14. In
the quantitative modified lmmunoMax, the following processes were performed by a capillary method
(MicroProbe, Fisher Scientific), controlling reaction time and temperature. After incubating sections in
3% H202 PBS for 20 min. to destroy activity of endogenous peroxidase, blocking of non-specific protein
binding, reaction of MoAb and endogenous biotin masking (DAKO Biotin Blocking System), DAKO
catalyzed signal amplification system (CSA) was performed. Coloration of the reaction products was
performed in DAB-H202 Peroxidase reaction for 5 min. Nuclei were stained by methyl green.
Table 3. Procedure of the modified lmmunoMax
1,Dewax
2, Antigen retrieval
3, Destroying endogenous peroxidase activity
a) Incubate in 3% H202 PBS For 20 min. at room temperature
b) Wash 3 times by water and Wash (#1)
4, Blocking non-specific binding of primary antibody to proteins
a) Incubate in 2% casein PBS including horse serum (80JLLl for 1 ml) for mouse primary antibody for 30 min.
at room temperature (% 1)
b) Remove excess the solution and no wash
5, Primary antibody reaction. Dilute primary antibody in BSA-PBS including rabbit serum (7:1) incubate (&1 or
&2) and Wash(#1)
6, Endogenous biotin masking PAKO Endogenous Biotin Blocking Kit)
a) Incubate in 0.1% avidin Tris including 0.03M NaCl for 15 min. at room
temperature (%1) and Wash (#1)
b) Incubate in 0.01% biotin Tris including 0.03M NaCl for 15 min. at room temperature (%1) arid Wash (#1)
7, Secondary antibody reaction for 30 min. to 1 hour at room temperature (%2) and Wash (#1)
8, Streptavidin-peroxidase complex reaction for 15 min. at room temperature (%2) and Wash (#1)
9, Catalyze reaction of biotinylated tyramide for 15 min. at room temperature and Wash (#2)
10, Streptavidin-peroxidase complex reaction for 15 min. at room temperature (%2) and Wash (#2)
11, Development of DAB-H202 Peroxidase reaction for 5 min. at room temperature and wash in water several
times
12, Nuclear counter stain by methy1-green
13, Dehydration and mount in plastic medium
Quantitative procedure should be preformed by capillary method such as MicroProbe. In the routine procedure,
demarcate the area where should be stained by DAKO pen in order to avoid dryness of the section in the reaction
just after the wash by water in the step 3b.
Tris: 0.1% Tween 20 or 0.1% Triton X100 Tris
Primary antibody reaction:
For routine procedure, Incubate (&1): Incubate sections overnight at 4℃
For quantitative procedure by MicroProbe.
Incubate (&2): Incubate sections for 30 min. at 60oC or for 1 hour at the room temperature.
Wash:
For routine procedure,
Wash (#1): Wash in Tris for 5 min. 3 times at 35〜40℃
Wash (#2): Wash in Tris for 5 min. 3 times at room temperature
For quantitative procedure,
Wash (#1).. 3 cycles of rinse in Tris 3 times and hold in Tris for 1 min. at 40 or 60℃
Wash (#2): 3 cycles of rinse in Tris 3 times and f10ld in Tris for 1 min. at room temperature
For quantitative procedure
_
%1: For 10 min. at 60℃ or as indicated.
%2: For 5 min. at 60℃ or as indicated.

Quantitative evaluation of the modified lmmunoMax stain was performed on color slide photos. Color
image of a unit area was transferred to the computer image by a slide scanner. The computer image was
divided into R (red)-G (green)-B Olue) images under channel division function of Adobe Photoshop. On
the R image nuclei (cells) were counted. On the B image DAB-brown colored stain was evaluated in area
and mean density under density slice function of NIH-Image. The estimated antigen labeled by MoAb
was product of the area and the mean density per one cell according to an arbitrary unit.

Result
In two cases of HANNLA lymphocytes labeled by these MoAbs
located in the developing paracortex. Figure 2 shows amount of
antigens labeled by the three MoAbs per one cell in two cases of
HANNLA and one case of ATLL. HANNLA 1 was the lesion with
developing paracortex and HANNLA 2 was the lesion with
developed paracortex10. Antigens labeled by Lt-4 and WATM-1
increased gradually in the order of HANNLA 1, HANNLA 2 and
ATLL. Antigen labeled by WATM-3 showed different tendency
from those of Lt-4 and WATM-1. The amount of antigen labeled
by WATM-1 was the smallest in each of the three lesions.
Figure 2. Immunoquantitative evaluation of the quantitative modified lmmunoMax of the monoclonal antibodies,
Lt-4, WATM-1 and WATM-3 against HTLV-1 p40tax in 2 cases of HTLV-1-associated non-neoplastic
lymphadenopathy (HANNLA) and ATLL

Table 4 shows the result of PCR analysis of HTLV-1 infection and the modified lmmunoMax of Lt-4 and
WATM-1 in 15 cases of T-cell MLs. There were three cases showing no bands at the expected length in
the electrophoresis of the PCR of HBG and revealing the amplified DNA in that of the PCR of HTLV-1
pX region. In spite of a small amount of the extracted DNA recognized by means of 2 times PCR of HBG

analyzing 1:1,000 diluted product of the first PCR, proviral DNA pX region detected by the PCR
indicated that these T-cell MLs were also HTLV-1-related T-cell MLs. In 7 of the 14 T-MLs with HTLV-1
infection proved by PCR analysis, Lt-4 stained strongly cytoplasm and nuclei of lymphoma cells and
nuclei of squamous cell. But WATM-1 did not stain nuclei of the squamous cells and showed various
positive figures of lymphoma cells from almost none to strongly positive stain. In the other 7 of the 14
T-MLs the reaction of Lt-4 with lymphoma cells was parallel to that of WATM-1. In one case (the case 2)
of T-MLs without HTLV-1 infection, Lt-4
reacted strongly with cytoplasm and
nuclei of the lymphoma cells but
WATM-1 did not.
Figure
3
shows
the
modified
lmmunoMax of Lt-4 and WATM-1 in the
case 5, T-cell Pleomorphic lymphoma
large cell type. (Table 4). Lt-4 stained
lymphoma cells and nuclei of epidermal
squamous cells (Fig. 3a). WATM-1
stained dominantly cytoplasm of the
lymphoma cells. Spotty stain of WATM-1
was seen in nuclei of a few lymphoma
cells (Fig. 3b).
Figure 3. The modified lmmunoMax of anti-p40tax MoAbs, Lt-4 and WATM-1, in the case 5, T-cell pleomorphic
lymphoma large cell type with HTLV-1 infection.
a) Lt-4. 3dO. Lymphoma cells show infiltrative proliferation in the dermis. Lt-4 reacted strongly nuclei of the
lymphoma cells and the epidermal squamous cells. But weak stain of Lt-4 is also seen in the cytoplasm of the
lymphoma cells.
b) WATM-1. x300. WATM-1 showed spotty stain dominantly in the cytoplasm of the lymphoma cells.

Figure 4 showed various stain of the modified
lmmunoMax of WATM-1 in the T-cell MLs. In the
case 2, HTLV-1-not-related T-cell pleomorphic
medium-sized and large cell type, WATM-1 stained
no lymphoma cells and showed only weak
background spotty stain (Fig. 4a). In the case 11,
HTLV-1-related T-cell anaplastic large cell lymphoma,
a few large to giant cells showed extremely too fine
spotty stains in nuclei to be evaluated as positive (Fig.
4b). In the case 1, HTLV-1-related T-cell pleomorphic
lymphoma small cell type, the modified lmmunoMax
of WATM-1 showed weak stains in many lymphoma
cells (Fig. 4c) in comparison with the strong stains in
the case 5, HTLV-belated T-cell pleomorphic
lymphoma large cell type (Fig. 4d).
Figure 4. The modified lmmunoMax of anti-p40tax MoAb WATM-1
a) x300. No obvious stains except non-specific background spotty reaction in the case 2, T-cell pleomorphic
lymphoma medium-sized and large cell type.
b) x300. Intranuclear weak and fine stains in lymphoma cells of the case 11, T-cell anaplastic large cell
lymphoma.
c) x300. Weak stains in lymphoma cells of the case 1, T-cell pleoorphic lymphoma small cell type.
d) x300. Strong stains in lymphoma cells of the case 5, T-cell pleomorphic
lymphoma large cell type.

Discussion
lmmunohistochemistry (IHC) depends on the specific distribution of antigen labeled by MoAb in the
target protein. The control stain of the IHC is necessary to see the specific distribution of the antigen in
the target protein. But sometimes the amount of the target protein is quite too small to be detected by the
routine IHC such as ABC, Elite-ABC and streptavidin biotin complex (sABC) method. Introducing to the
routine IHC the antigenietrieval method8,14 and the lmmunoMax9,10 that is 1,000 times more sensitive than
Elite-ABC11, the IHC seems to get enough sensitivity to inform whether there is the target protein in the
tissue section examined or not. But all the MoAbs can not be applied to the antigen-retrieval lmmunoMax
method (the modified lmmunoMax). MoAb 6C2 against gp46env could not be applied to the
antigen-retrieval method15 so that the other MoAbs against gp46env must be examined when the gp46env
has to be detect by the modified lmmunoMax. MoAbs Lt-4 (table 1), WATM-1 and WATM-3 against
p40tax could not label the all HTLV-belated T-cell MLs so that these MoAbs could be applied to the
modified lmmunoMax. In general, MoAb that yields a small amount of reaction products and a quite low
level of background stain in the Elit ABC or in the sABC method, can be applied to the modified
lmmunoMax.
The control stain is necessary in the modified lmmunoMax. This study concerned the instance when
enough negative-control stain can not be performed. Introducing the capillary method with dryer-heating
system (MicroProbe) to the IHC, it is easy to control reaction time and temperature in each process of the
IHC14 and quantitative evaluation of the reaction products becomes possible. This study employed image
analysis of color slide photos taken from the specimens treated by the quantitative modified lmmunoMax.
Among the MoAbs against the same target protein, the smallest amount of antigen detected is expected to
be specific for the target protein, when the background stain is quite weak or none. In this sense, this
study predicted by the quantitative modified lmmunoMax that WATM-1 is specific for p40tax in the
modified lmmunoMax. In order to get the HTLV-1-free cases of T-cell MLs in a HTLV-1-endemic area,
the HTLV-1 infection was examined by means of PCR. Examining HBG in the extracted DNA by the
PCR, comparison of the PCR for HTLV-1 proviral DNA and the PCR for HBG16 can inform whether
T-cell ML cells are infected by HTLV-1 or not. Table 4 showed that there was only one HTLV-1-free case
of T-cell ML (the case 2 in table 4) in the 15 cases examined. The modified lmmunoMax of WATM-1 in
this case was the negative-c6ntrol case. The positive stain of Lt-4 in lymphoma cells of the case 2
indicated that Lt-4 should not be applied to the modified lmmunoMax to detect p40tax, although the
antigen-retrieval Elite ABC of Lt-4 could not label the all HTLV-1-related T-cell MLs (table 1). The
negative stain of WATM-1 in lymphoma cells of the case 2 suggested that the modified lmmunoMax of
WATM-1 has the specificity to detect p40tax even in the highly sensitive IHC.
The modified lmmunoMax of WATM-1 showed various positive stains in HTLV-belated T-cell MLs, as
shown in Fig. 4. Quite weak stain of WATM-1 that showed fine spotty intranuclear stain might detect the
intranuclear p40tax2 to transactivate host cell genes or to activate the long terminal repeat of integrated
HTLV-1 proviral DNA to reproduce p40tax, as explained in Fig. 1, although the evaluation of the stain
should be negative. The spotty or granular stains in the modified lmmunoMax of WATM-1 suggested a
small amount of p40tax in HTLV-1-related T-cell MLs. In cytoplasm of many lymphoma cells of each
HTLV-1-related T-cell ML, the stains varied in the intensity and the area would reflect the amount of
p40tax. Because HTLV-1 p40tax can interact with cytoplasmic unit protein in host cells 2,3, the
quantitative evaluation of the modified lmmunoMax of WATM-1 would predict the total function of
p40tax in cytoplasm. Observation of nuclear p40tax fine spotty stain and quantitative evaluation of
cytoplasmic p40tax stain would be applied to comparative molecular analysis of the appearance of
HTLV-1 p40tax and the activation of host cell genes.
In the conclusion, the modified lmmunoMax of WATM-1 in T-cell MLs seems to be enough sensitive
and specific to label HTLV-1-related cases and is expected to be applied to the histological analysis of
pathogenesis in HTLV-1ielated lesions11.

Summary
lmmunohistochemical detection of HTLV-1 pX protein p40tax is expected to show the activation of
HTLV-1 proviral DNA and to give information about the pathogenesis of HTLV-1-related lesions. This
study established the modified lmmunoMax of HTLV-1 p40tax, comparing the stain of three monoclonal

antibodies, Lt-4, WATM-1 and WATM-3. In two cases of HTLV-1-associated non-neoplastic
lymphadenopathy (HANNLA) and one case of adult T-cell leukemia (ATLL), image analysis of the
quantitative modified lmmunoMax of the three MoAbs showed that Lt-4 and WATM-1 are more specific
for p40tax. In 15 cases of T-cell malignant lymphomas (T-cell MLs), in which HTLV-1 infection was
examined by PCR, Lt-4 and WATM-1 were compared in the specificity against p40tax. In one
HTLV-1-free T-cell ML, Lt-4 labeled lymphoma cells and nuclei of squamous epithelium and WATM-1
did not. Lt-4 reacted strongly nuclei of lymphoma cells in 7 of the 14 HTLV-1ielated T-cell MLs.
WATM-1 labeled the all 14 HTLV-belated T-cell MLs except one case. WATM-1 showed various positive
stains from intranuclear fine spotty stains in a few lymphoma cells to strong spotty stains in many
lymphdma cells. Consequently, the modified lmmunoMax of WATM-1 against p40tax is expected to be
applied to the surgical pathology of HTLV-1-related lesions and to the molecular analysis of HTLV-1
pathogenesis.
.
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